
ANNOTATION

Be sparing in praising and more so in blaming

The title of this month's annotation is taken from- the Fourteenth
Century allegory, the vision of Piers Plowman, A.D. 1362. The
actual wording often varies. Benham's Dictionary of Quotations
-gives it as above and adds a Latin edition, faruni lauda, vitufera
barcius; but does not tell us from what author it is taken. Maybe
it will be found in some early father of the church or perhaps in
mopkish Latin. We do not think it occurs in the Vulgate. Cicero's
,arcius dicere de laude -alicujus gives the essence of the first part of
the.proverb, but he does not appear to have included the blame.
When dealing with praise or blame we are reminded of the old

instruction to the novice when performing tracheotomy; keep in the
middle line. Animate and inanimate matter are comprehended in
the question. For instance we can blame or praise a person or
persons or a thing or things. 'Into the last category comes the
reviewing of books. You can praise or blame yourself and others
can do it for you. Self-praise is always most obnoxious and we
have Sterne's authority for saying that Dr. Joseph Hall, Bishop of
Exeter, in -the year 1610 gave his opinion " that it is an abominable
thing for a man to commend himself." At public gatherings and in
proposing healths Sir Anderson Critchett once laid down a sound
rule of conduct when he said in proposing a health that he alWays
tried to remember that his business in so doing was to toast and not
to butter.
No one can object to a modicum of praise when a health is being

proposed, but too much laudation. makes the victim feel uncomfort-
able. Even Samuel Johnson, who, it is said by a strange slip in
proof reading, once figured on the printed page as the great Chum
of Literature, got tired of the persistent flattery administered in his
presence by an eminent literary lady and told her to stop it. She
has been identified in the notes as probably Miss Hannah More.

In book' reviewing it is just as well to be tolerant and not to
praise or blame too freely. No book is so bad but that some good
thing can be found in it is a maxim as old as Pliny. Manifest errors
are fair game, but on debateable points we should not blame an
author because we happen to disagree with- him. Heterodox
opinions do sometimes get into print. Occasionajly they are duie to
faulty proof correcting. This is perhaps not so likely to occur in an
ophthalmological treatise as, shall we say, ,in a list of historical
dates. Suppose a case in which the date of the Black D)eath of
1348/49 gets entered by an error as 1548/49. We are theni two
hundred years out. We all know how very easy it is to pass a
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OPHTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIA

" five " for a " three " unless we have all our wits about us. Should
such a slip occur we prefer to look upon it as a slip and not ascribe
it to ignorance.

In dealing with patients, it is a truism to say, as we have observed
on previous occasions, that they sometimes invert the sequence and
blame us for things we could'nt help and, more rarely perhaps,
praise us for some result when we knoow in our heart of hearts that
we have deserved blame rather than praise. Say what you like, no
one objects to praise in moderation. Blame is not so easy for us to
be satisfied with; but there is one occasion in which the person
blamed may derive an-unholy gusto, and that is when he can prove
the blamer to be wrong. A very early experience of the writer's
was of this nature. We had just come into residence as house
surgeon and had to assist one of the assistant surgeons who was not
normally attached to our firm. The operation was that of complete
removal of the breast. We were subjected to a running fire of
caustic criticism until, about a third of the way through, we were
asked why in heaven's name we did not put a clip on that vessel.
The vessel in question was the intercosto-humeral nerve and we
protested that an artery forceps there was out of place. The rest of
the operation was com.pleted in silence, and we thanked God that
he had allowed us to remember this elementary anatomical point.

THE OPHTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIA
(British Medical Association)

Annual Meeting
THE seventh annual general and scientific meeting of the Ophthal-
mological Society of Austlalia (British Medical Association) was
held at the Royal Australasian College of Physicians, Macquarie
Street, Sydney, on September 23, 1947. Dr. Darcy A. Williams,
the President, in the chair. Those present included three members
from Queensland, thirty-seven from New South Wales, thirteen
from Victoria, two from Tasmania, four from South Australia and
one from Western Australia.

President's address
The President, Dr. Darcy A. Williams, after welcoming such

guests as had been able to attend, addressed members upon the
subject of early ophthalmologists in Australasia and upon the
associations of ophthalmologists with Australasian medical con-
gresses. Amongst the early ophthalmologists mentioned by the
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